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Generation of interior cavity noise due to window vibration
excited by turbulent flows past a generic side-view mirror
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We investigate the interior noise caused by turbulent flows past a generic side-view mirror. A rectangular glass window is placed downstream of the mirror. The window vibration is excited by the surface
pressure fluctuations and emits the interior noise in a cuboid cavity. The turbulent flows are simulated
using a compressible large eddy simulation method. The window vibration and interior noise are
predicted with a finite element method. The wavenumber-frequency spectra of the surface pressure
fluctuations are analyzed. The spectra are identified with some new features that cannot be explained
by the Chase model for turbulent boundary layers. The spectra contain a minor hydrodynamic domain
in addition to the hydrodynamic domain caused by the main convection of the turbulent boundary
layer. The minor domain results from the local convection of the recirculating flow. These domains
are formed in bent elliptic shapes. The spanwise expansion of the wake is found causing the bending.
Based on the wavenumber-frequency relationships in the spectra, the surface pressure fluctuations are
decomposed into hydrodynamic and acoustic components. The acoustic component is more efficient
in the generation of the interior noise than the hydrodynamic component. However, the hydrodynamic
component is still dominant at low frequencies below approximately 250 Hz since it has low transmission losses near the hydrodynamic critical frequency of the window. The structural modes of the
window determine the low-frequency interior tonal noise. The combination of the mode shapes of the
window and cavity greatly affects the magnitude distribution of the interior noise. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5008611

I. INTRODUCTION

Reduction of interior noise is a highly interesting area for
automobiles and aircrafts in order to create quiet cabin environments.1 An important part of the interior noise in cabins
is induced by exterior flows.2 This problem is emphasized for
electric vehicles, in which powertrain noise is greatly reduced
by using electric motors instead of engines. However, the generation of the flow-induced interior noise still needs to be
systematically explored and understood.2
The generation process of the flow-induced interior noise
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The process includes indirect and direct
generation. The indirect generation describes the physical
mechanism that the exterior hydrodynamic pressure
fluctuations excite the structural vibration to emit the interior
noise. The hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations arise when the
vortices and turbulent boundary layer (TBL) impinge on the
structure surface. The direct generation is that the exterior
noise causes the structural vibration, which generates the interior noise. The exterior noise is produced by the vortices
and TBL due to the fluid compressibility. The hydrodynamic
energy in the indirect generation suffers much higher losses
than the acoustic energy in the direct generation.3,4 However,
the acoustic energy is insignificant compared with the hydrodynamic energy, particularly at low Mach numbers. The contributions of the exterior hydrodynamic and acoustic pressure
to the interior noise are therefore case-sensitive.5
a) Electronic
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The noise generated from the TBL has been extensively
researched.6,7 As the surface pressure fluctuations play an
important role in the noise generation, their wavenumberfrequency spectra affect the noise spectra.8–10 A semiempirical model for the spectra was proposed by Chase.11,12
This model describes the effects of the hydrodynamic and
acoustic components that constitute the fluctuating surface
pressure. The model was further proven in experiments.13,14
Besides, a theoretical model for the spectra of the volume
pressure fluctuations was developed based on isotropic turbulence.15 Lighthill16 first proposed an acoustic analogy to
predict the far-field noise generated by flows in free space.
By utilizing modified forms of the acoustic analogy, the TBL
noise was predicted on the basis of a hydrodynamic surface
pressure model (Ref. 17) or the hydrodynamic velocity and
surface pressure obtained from direct numerical simulations
(DNSs) (Refs. 6 and 18). Furthermore, DNS of compressible TBL was performed.4,19 Their results agree well with the
Chase model and experimental data. The interior noise induced
by the TBL has been investigated in experiments (Refs. 20 and
21), theoretical models (Refs. 22–24), and simulation of synthetic surface pressure fluctuations (Ref. 25). It has been found
in these studies that the acoustic component is important for
the interior noise generation.
Side-view mirrors can contribute to significant interior
noise in the automobile cabins. The vortices induced by the
mirrors produce powerful exterior noise and hydrodynamic
impingement,26 which excite the downstream windows. The
interior noise can be reduced by suppressing the turbulent
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the
generation process of the flow-induced
interior noise.

flow separation on the mirrors.27 The wavenumber-frequency
spectra of the surface pressure fluctuations were studied using
compressible flow simulations.28 The spectra were identified
to consist of the hydrodynamic and acoustic domains, which
are formed by the hydrodynamic and acoustic energy. The
domains have a limited overlapping region at low Mach numbers. This characteristic was utilized to separate the hydrodynamic and acoustic components by Hartmann and Ocker.29
It was reported that the acoustic component dominates the
interior noise generation.
To simplify real side-view mirrors, a generic mirror
was proposed and investigated numerically and experimentally.30,31 The surface pressure fluctuations on the plate, on
which the mirror is placed, were found dominating the exterior
noise generation. The shear layer developed from the mirror
side edge was identified to produce powerful hydrodynamic
impingement. These findings were verified and elaborated in
detail using the incompressible large eddy simulation (LES)
and the incompressible detached eddy simulation (DES).32
Furthermore, the wavenumber-frequency spectra for this mirror were analyzed and compared to the theoretical models
for the TBL.33 It was found that the spectra cannot be well
described by the models.
It is challenging to conclude the principle physical mechanisms of the interior noise, although some similar phenomena
have been presented in the literature as mentioned above.
A reason is that the various mirror geometries could introduce different flow characteristics. Moreover, the cabins and
windows have different geometries and structural properties,
which influence the structural vibration and the efficiencies
of the hydrodynamic and acoustic pressure components in the
interior noise generation. It is unclear which flow structures
are primary noise sources and how the structural vibration is
excited efficiently.
This work aims to explore the physical mechanisms of
the interior noise generation for the generic side-view mirror. The predominant noise sources will be identified. The
wavenumber-frequency spectra will be examined and analyzed based on the local characteristics of the wake. The
relation between the noise sources and the interior noise

will be addressed. The influence of the structural characteristics on the interior noise generation and radiation will be
clarified. Finally, the efficiencies of the exterior hydrodynamic and acoustic pressure components will be addressed.
To avoid approximations introduced by acoustics methodologies (e.g., the acoustic analogy), this study will employ
a compressible LES so that the exterior noise is directly
computed.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
A. Method for exterior turbulence and noise

Vibration of glass windows has a limited influence on
exterior flows due to its low energy.34 Thus, the structural
vibration is neglected in the flow simulation.
The air is assumed as an ideal gas. The compressibility of
the air is taken into account. The turbulent flows are simulated
using the LES technique. The governing equations with the
Favre filter are referred to the original study by Erlebacher
et al. (Ref. 35) or the authors’ study (Ref. 36).
The viscous stress tensors of the sub-grid scales (SGS),
τ ij , are modeled using the Smagorinsky model:35
!
2
2
(1)
τij = µt 2S̃ij − S̃mm δij − ρ̄ksgs δij ,
3
3
where ρ̄ is the filtered density. The strain rate tensors, S̃ij , are
defined as
!
1 ∂ ũi ∂ ũj
S̃ij =
+
.
(2)
2 ∂xj ∂xi
The kinetic energy of the SGS, k sgs , is given by
ksgs = CI ∆2 S̃mn S̃mn ,

(3)

where C I = 0.0066. It is a correction factor for the compressibility. Note that τ ij is insensitive to C I for Ma∞ < 0.6.35,37
The filter width, ∆, is determined by the minimum length of
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the local grids as ∆ = min (∆1 , ∆2 , ∆3 ). The dynamic viscosity
of the SGS, µt , is formulated as
q
2
(4)
µt = CR ρ̄∆ S̃mn S̃mn ,
with C R = 0.012.
The equations are solved using a cell-centered finite volume method.38,39 To directly compute acoustic waves, minimal
dispersion and dissipation errors are required for the inviscid fluxes that describe the convection.40 The discretization
of the inviscid fluxes utilizes a low-dissipation third-order
upwind scheme.39 Considering mesh grids along a ξ-axis with
a uniform grid spacing ∆ξ, the upwind scheme at the ith grid
gives


1


−9q
+
59q
+
53q
−
7q
, λ i > 0,

i−3/2
i−1/2
i+1/2
i+3/2
96

qi = 




 1 −7qi−3/2 + 53qi−1/2 + 59qi+1/2 − 9qi+3/2 , λ i < 0,
96

(5)

T
where qi = ρ̄i ũ1,i ũ2,i ũ3,i p̄i , and the indexes of the
neighboring cell centers are i 3/2, i 1/2, i + 1/2, and
i + 3/2. The corresponding characteristic speeds for qi are


0.5 ũj,i−1/2 + ũj,i+1/2 sj,i = λ 1,i










λ 1,i






, j = 1, 2, 3, (6)
λi = 
λ 1,i





√



λ 1,i + 0.5 ci−1/2 + ci+1/2 sj,i sj,i






√

 λ 1,i − 0.5 ci−1/2 + ci+1/2 sj,i sj,i
where ci±1/2 is the speed of sound and sj,i denotes the
components of the unit vector along the ξ-axis.
The viscous fluxes are discretized with a second-order
central difference scheme to improve the numerical stability.41
An explicit three-stage second-order Runge-Kutta method is
used for the time marching algorithm. The computational
solver is an in-house code called G3D.42
B. Method for interior noise

In a vibro-acoustics system, the vibration of the flexible
structures is excited by imposing dynamic loads on the surfaces
of these structures. Here, the dynamic loads are the exterior
surface pressure fluctuations obtained from the flow simulation. The material of the flexible structures is visco-elastic and
isotropic. The interior air is considered as a perfect gas.
The modal analysis is performed for the window and
cavity separately. Regardless of the damping effect, the natural frequencies (the eigenfrequencies) and the corresponding
mode shapes (the eigenvectors) of either the window or the
cavity are computed based on the governing equations in the
general form,43
Kq̂ = ω2 Mq̂,
(7)
where ω is the angular frequency. The stiffness and mass matrices are depicted as K and M, respectively. The definitions
of the matrices for the window and the cavity are different.
The unknown variable, q̂, is a function of ω. It represents the
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structural displacements, ûS , for the window, whereas it rep0
resents the interior acoustic pressure, p̂in
, for the cavity. The
computed mode shapes are normalized to obtain the unit modulus. For the sake of brevity, refer to the detailed derivations
and definitions of the matrices in the study by Clough and
Penzien.43
The governing equations of the vibro-acoustics system are
written as44
KS + iωDS − ω2 MS
 ûS
CSA
p̂0

 *. +/ = *. ex +/ ,

 0
ω2 CTSA
KA + iωDA − ω2 MA  ,p̂in
- ,0
(8)
where subscripts S and A denote the window structure and the
0
air, respectively. The term, p̂ex
, denotes the exterior surface
pressure fluctuations. The damping matrices are represented
by DS and DA . The matrix, CSA , is the structural/acoustic coupling matrix. The matrix, CTSA , is the transpose of CSA . The
details on the definitions of the vectors and matrices are given
in the study by Coyette and Manera.44
A finite element method45 is used to solve Eqs. (7) and
(8) (the software is Actran, produced by Free Field Technologies46 ). The integration in the numerical scheme is optimized to decrease the dispersion error.47 A direct multifrontal massively parallel solver (MUMPS) is utilized for the
computation.48
III. APPLICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS
A. Configuration

With reference to real automobile cabins, a simple configuration is constructed by assembling the generic side-view
mirror,30,31 a flat plate with a glass window, and a cavity.
A schematic diagram of the configuration is shown in Fig. 2.
The settings of the mirror and plate are the same as the experiments,31 except for the leading edge of the plate. The corners
of the leading edge are of a square shape in the experiments,
whereas they are changed to a round shape in the simulation.
The change is used to establish a mesh topology aligned with
the potential propagation paths of acoustic waves. To model
the window, a section of the interface between the plate and
cavity is defined as a flexible structure. The noise from the window propagates inside the cavity, which is a classical simple
geometry to investigate the interior noise.49
The cylindrical part of the mirror has a diameter of
Dmr = 0.2 m. The round leading edge of the plate has a diameter of 1.6 m. The window has a spanwise length of Wgw = 1.2 m
and a streamwise length of Lgw = 1.4 m. The cavity has a spanwise length of Wcv = 1.4 m, a streamwise length of Lcv = 1.6 m,
and a height of Hcv = 1.2 m.
B. Computational settings
1. Settings in flow simulation

Regarding the free-stream conditions, the velocity vector
is specified as u∞ = (38.89, 0, 0)m/s, the density of the air
is ρ∞ = 1.198 kg/m3 , the kinematic viscosity is ν ∞ = 1.5244
× 10 5 m2 /s, and the pressure is p∞ = 1.013 25 × 105 Pa.
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FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the configuration. The
dashed lines mark the window boundaries.

As the exterior noise sources originate from the turbulent
flows induced by the mirror and plate, the flow simulation
takes into account only these geometries. The computational
domain is shown in Fig. 3. The origin of the coordinate system
is located at the stagnation point in the connection line between
the mirror front face and the plate. The inlet and upper side
boundaries are rounded. The bottom boundary is aligned with
the plate. The distance between the mirror and the outlet is
6 m, corresponding to 30Dmr , so that the wake vortices at
the outlet have sufficiently low energy. The spurious noise
created by these vortices can therefore be reduced to a great
extent.
The simulation uses a structured mesh that consists of
multiple blocks. The topology of the blocks is shown in
Fig. 3. The grids on the mirror front face and in the plane of
z = 0 m are illustrated in Fig. 4. The mesh is refined near the
mirror edge with ∆x = 1 × 10 4 m and ∆r < 4 × 10 3 m,
where ∆r represents the cell lengths along the edge. Another
refinement is made in the region from the mirror back face

to x = 0.5 m, where the vortex shedding initiates and develops. This refined region has ∆x < 4 × 10 3 m, ∆y < 2.6
× 10 3 m, and ∆z < 2 × 10 3 m. In the further downstream region of 0.5 m < x < 1.6 m, the cell sizes increase
up to (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (4 × 10−3 , 2.8 × 10−3 , 2.6 × 10−3 ) m.
Near the far-field boundaries, the largest cell lengths are
(∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = (9.22 × 10−2 , 6.28 × 10−2 , 9.74 × 10−2 ) m.
The first-layer cells near the plate have a fixed height of
2 × 10 5 m. To ensure smooth cell scale transition, the cell
growth rates are globally controlled below 1.15. Particularly,
the growth rates of the boundary layer cells near the mirror
are limited between 1.03 and 1.07, and those near the plate are
set to 1.1. The total number of the nodes is 3.54 × 107 . The
time step interval is ∆t = 4 × 10 8 s, to ensure the numerical
stability.
The non-reflective boundary condition is specified on the
side and bottom boundaries, the inlet, and the outlet.50 The
no-slip condition is set on the walls of the mirror and plate.
The walls are adiabatic.

FIG. 3. The computational domain in
the flow simulation, where the lengths
from the boundaries to the origin of
the coordinate system are labeled. The
dashed lines mark the plate boundaries.
The solid lines show the topology that
is used to split the domain into multiple blocks for the structured mesh
generation.
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FIG. 4. The grid lines of the mesh (a) on the front face
of the mirror and (b) z = 0 m. Each of the 5th grid lines
is shown. The bold lines mark the bounds of the mesh
blocks.

The simulation is converged to achieve a statistically
stationary solution before extracting the flow quantities for
the acoustic analysis. The exterior pressure fluctuations are
0 =p −
defined as pex
ex hpex i, where pex is the exterior pressure,
and the angle bracket represents the time-averaged operator.
2. Settings in vibro-acoustics simulation

The density of the glass, ρgw , is 2.5 × 103 kg/m3 . The
Young’s modulus of the glass, Egw , is 6 × 1010 Pa. The loss
factor of the glass, η gw , is set to 0.02. It is worth noting that a
loss factor in the real world is frequency-dependent.51 To validate the present assumption, a parametric study is performed
in Appendix A. The Poisson ratio, µgw , is 0.23. The window
thickness, hgw , is 4 × 10 3 m. The density of the air, ρcv , is
set as 1.225 kg/m3 . The speed of sound is ccv = 340 m/s. The
decay coefficient of wave amplitudes due to the air viscosity
is specified as µcv = 5 × 10 4 ω/ccv ,52 where ω denotes the
angular frequency. Note that a real decay coefficient for acoustic waves in the air does not linearly vary with frequencies.
A classical absorption scales with f 2 .53 The current setting
will not influence the results but limit the amplitudes of the
resonance modes in the cavity. The reference pressure is
pref = 2 × 10 5 Pa.
A structured mesh with uniform quadrangle elements is
generated for the window. The element size, ∆e , is 0.0125 m.
The elements in the cavity mesh are hexahedrons with a uniform size of 0.025 m. The grid lines of the window mesh are
aligned with those of the cavity mesh. The maximum resolved
frequency is derived according to fmax = ccv / (ne ∆e ), where ne
is the number of elements per wavelength. For a linear analysis with the finite element method, ne = 6 is suggested.54
Therefore, f max is approximately 4533 Hz for the window and
2266 Hz for the cavity. In the following analysis, the results are
presented up to 4000 Hz although those at high-frequencies
are not well predicted due to the resolution. The minimum
frequency resolved is 5 Hz, which is determined based on the
duration of the exterior fluctuating pressure signals.

The window edges are fixed without displacements and
rotations. The cavity walls are imposed with a specular wall
boundary condition that does not introduce an absorption effect
into the reflection of the noise.
In the coupling method, the flow simulation is first performed to obtain the surface pressure fluctuations on the window. The pressure data are collected every 1 × 10 5 s. To pass
the data on to the vibro-acoustics simulation, the data are transformed from time to frequency using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) since the vibro-acoustics solver is implemented in the
frequency domain.
A conservative interpolation approach with the secondorder accuracy in space is used to map the data from the flow
grids to the vibro-acoustics grids.55
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Validation of flow simulation

The mesh resolution near the plate is examined in terms of
∆y+ of the first-layer cells. The values are smaller than 1.3. For
the sake of brevity, contours of ∆y+ are not presented. There
are at least three grid points in 0 < y+ < 10 so that the inner
layer is directly resolved. According to the study by Wollblad
et al.,39 the Smagorinsky model with the current parameters
of C R and C I can introduce limited dissipation near a wall if
∆y+ ≈ 1, as compared with the wall-adapting local eddyviscosity (WALE) model. A damping function near the walls
is therefore not applied to the simulation.
pressure
coefficient is defined
D The
E time-averaged exterior


2 , where U is the streamas Cp = (hpex i − p∞ ) / 0.5ρ∞ U∞
D E∞
wise free-stream velocity. In Table I, Cp obtained from
the present simulation are compared with the experiments
(Refs. 30 and 31) and the incompressible LES and DES
(Ref. 32). The results of the compressible LES are closer to the
experimental data than the other numerical methods, except for
the overestimated value at the sensor S5. This overestimation
is also reported by Höld et al.31

D E
TABLE I. The time-averaged pressure coefficients, Cp , at several sensors on the mirror surfaces. The sensor
locations are documented in Appendix B.

Experiments30,31
Present compressible LES
Incompressible DES32
Incompressible LES32

S5

S10

S15

S20

S25

S30

S34

0.629
0.457
0.668
0.727

0.725
0.592
0.896
0.898

0.886
0.879
0.866
0.898

0.991
0.991
0.956
0.1

0.753
0.557
1.112
1.102

0.507
0.498
0.453
0.477

0.484
0.472
0.451
0.443
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FIG. 5. The normalized PSDs of the
exterior surface pressure fluctuations at
the sensors (a) near the mirror edge, with
the coordinates of (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.117,
0.085) m; (b) in the region impinged by
the recirculation bubble, (x, y, z) = (0.2,
0, 0) m; and (c) in the region impinged
by the side shear layer, (x, y, z) = (0.498,
0, 0.142) m. The compressible LES is
shown by — —, the experiments30,31 by
∆, the incompressible LES32 by ·· ··,
and the incompressible DES32 by ·· ··.
The sensor locations are illustrated in
the insets.

0 is
The one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of pex
denoted by ψ ex . In the computation of the PSD in this study,
the time samples are divided into four segments with the same
length and 50% overlapping. The formulation of ψ ex and the
signal-processing approach are given
in Appendix C.

3D
The normalized PSDs, ψex / 0.25ρ2∞ U∞
mr , of the different methods are shown in Fig. 5. The results are presented
in narrow bandwidths. At the sensor near the mirror edge,
the compressible and incompressible LES results exhibit local
peaks at 1000 Hz corresponding to the Strouhal number of
St = 5.14. Here, St = fDmr /U ∞ . In addition, the incompressible LES shows obvious local peaks at 2000 Hz and 3000 Hz.
These peaks are caused by energetic coherent structures in the
free shear layer that develops from the mirror edge. At the sensor in the surface region impinged by the recirculation bubble
in Fig. 5(b), the compressible LES captures peaks at 1000 Hz
and 2000 Hz.
The current results commonly present a glaring discrepancy above 1000 Hz in comparison with the experimental data,
as displayed in Fig. 5. A reason is that the mesh resolution is
not sufficient to capture the high-frequency√content. The cutoff frequency is estimated based on fmax = 2 hkex i /3/ (2∆c ),
where hkex i is the time-averaged turbulence kinetic energy
and ∆c denotes the length scale of a cell defined as
∆c = max (∆x, ∆y, ∆z). Regarding ∆c = 4 × 10 3 m near the
walls, the cutoff frequencies at the three sensors are 583 Hz,
684 Hz, and 1314 Hz. While this indicates that there is an

issue in fully capturing the physics at the smaller length scales,
these cutoff frequencies are comparable with the most energetic modes of the cavity, which are at low frequencies, as
discussed in the subsequent analysis.
A mesh sensitivity study for the compressible LES has
been conducted using three meshes including the present mesh,
which has the finest resolution. The meshes are generated by
refining the resolution with factors of 0.8 for ∆x, 0.9 for ∆y,
and 0.95 for ∆z. Since the simulation method uses the implicit
filtering, the solution is dependent on the resolution. However,
it has been observed that all the meshes give consistent PSDs
below the Dcutoff
E frequencies of the coarsest mesh as well as
consistent Cp . For the sake of brevity, only the results of the
finest mesh are presented.
The incompressible LES shows the best agreement with
the experimental data in Fig. 5, although the resolution of its
mesh is comparable to that of the coarsest mesh in the compressible LES. The dynamic Smagorinsky model56 is used in
the incompressible LES. It is therefore believed that the underestimated PSDs of the compressible LES may be caused by
the static Smagorinsky model, which is known to introduce
extra dissipation.57
B. Characteristics of flow field

To identify the local features of the wake, streamlines
of the time-averaged velocity field are illustrated in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Streamlines of the timeaveraged velocity field from different
views. Streamlines from the upper edge
of the mirror are colored in blue, and
those from the side edge are colored in
black.
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FIG. 7. Contours of the normalized time-averaged
velocity magnitudes, |huex i | /U∞ , in the plane of y = 2
× 10 3 m. The vertex of the angles is located at (x, z)
= (0.37, 0.01) m.

Three main regions are observed: a free shear layer, a recirculation bubble, and two far-downstream wake branches. The
free shear layer initiates from the mirror edge and triggers the
recirculation bubble. At a distance of 0.5 m (corresponding
to 2.5Dmr ) downstream of the mirror, the upper shear layer
reattaches to the plate. This distance is roughly measured at
the end of the recirculation bubble in the plane of symmetry.
The wake branches are formed downstream of the recirculation bubble. Large hydrodynamic surface pressure can be
generated on the window due to the impingement from the
main wake regions.32 A potential consequence is that the flow
structures in the regions could become predominant indirect
noise sources.
To study the convection effect, the normalized timeaveraged velocity magnitudes, |huex i| /U∞ , in the plane of y = 2
× 10 3 m are shown in Fig. 7. The wake branches are identified with the convective expansion angles of α c = ±12.47◦ . As
a local minimum magnitude is found at (x, z) = (0.37, 0.01)
m, this position is appointed as the vertex of the convection
expansion angle. The z-coordinate of the vertex is not 0 m since
the contours are not exactly symmetric. The non-zero expansion angles indicate that the main convection has a spanwise
component. This feature is different from the TBL, where the
expansion angle is 0◦ .
C. Wavenumber-frequency spectra of surface
pressure fluctuations

The hydrodynamic and acoustic pressure fluctuations follow the different wavenumber-frequency relationships. This

can be addressed based on the normalized wavenumber0 on the window. The formulation
frequency spectra, χex , for pex
of χex is presented in Appendix C. Considering the main convection with the convective expansion angles of α c = ±12.47◦
in Fig. 7, the spectra at kz /kx = tan (αc ) are studied to identify
the relationships. Define the spectra as
X
χc (kc , ω) =
χex (kc cos(αc ), kc sin(αc ), ω). (9)
αc =±12.47◦

Contours of χc are illustrated in Fig. 8. Three local
domains with intensive energy are discerned. The major
domain of a large size is distributed approximately along a
phase velocity of ω/k c = 0.6U ∞ , corresponding to U c (the main
convection velocity). The phase velocity of the minor domain
of a large size is found as U c . It indicates the local convection velocity introduced by the recirculating flow. Moreover,
the smallest domain is observed to follow the phase velocity
of c∞ + U ∞ , where c∞ denotes the speed of sound of 340 m/s.
The phase velocity is related to the speed of the acoustic waves
propagating downstream in the main flow. Note that part of
the smallest domain should follow the phase velocity of c∞
+ U ∞ , which is contributed by the acoustic waves propagating
upstream. However, this is difficult to detect due to the low
magnitudes. This phenomenon was also reported by Gloerfelt
and Berland4 in the investigation of the TBL noise at the Mach
number of 0.5.
Contours of χex at several frequencies are shown in Fig. 9.
The local domains, which are identified in Fig. 8 based on
the wavenumber-frequency relationships, are approximately

FIG. 8. (a) Contours of χc and (b) the zoomed contours.
The characteristic phase velocity of ω/k c : – – – (red),
±c∞ + U ∞ ; – · – (blue), ±U ∞ ; – ·· – (green), ±0.6U ∞ ;
····· (black), ±0.4U ∞ .
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FIG. 9. Contours of the normalized
wavenumber-frequency spectra, χex , at
(a) 50 Hz, (b) 100 Hz, (c) 200 Hz, (d)
500 Hz, (e) 1000 Hz, and (f) 1500 Hz.
The contour levels from white to black
are 1 × 10 6 , 1 × 10 5 , 1 × 10 4 , and
1 × 10 3 . The convective expansion
angles are αc = ±12.47◦ .

marked out in the contours. According to the Chase model, the
major domain results from the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations that are convected by the main flow. The smallest domain
surrounding the origin above 500 Hz is produced by the exterior noise. However, the model cannot explain that there is
an additional minor domain and that the major and minor
domains are distributed in bent elliptic shapes. The reasons
for these new features are the specific characteristics of the
wake, which do not exist in the TBL. Since the wake contains
the recirculating flow as shown in Fig. 6, the convection of
a negative velocity is introduced to the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations. The convection leads to the additional minor
domain. Furthermore, the spanwise main convection is found
in Fig. 7. As a result, the hydrodynamic domains become
bent with α c . The bending effect is also reported by Caro
et al.33
D. Decomposition of exterior surface
pressure fluctuations

As explained above for Figs. 8 and 9, the hydrodynamic
and acoustic pressure components have intensive energy in
the different domains in the wavenumber-frequency spectra.
This feature can be taken to approximately decompose the

surface pressure fluctuations into the hydrodynamic and acous0
0
tic components, denoted by pex,hy
and pex,ac
, respectively.29
As observed in Fig. 8, the acoustic energy spreads in a
narrow region, where the phase velocity can deviate from c∞
+ U ∞ . This phenomenon suggests that the propagation of the
acoustic waves can be slightly affected by the convection of
the turbulent flows in addition to the mean free-stream flow.
The turbulent-flow convection affects both hydrodynamic and
acoustic pressure fluctuations. Moreover, Fig. 8 shows that the
phase velocity of the hydrodynamic domains, which is caused
by the turbulent-flow convection, can vary from negative values to large positive values (e.g., 1.5U ∞ ). A schematic diagram
of the wavenumber-frequency spectra at ω as a function of
wavenumbers, k r , is illustrated in Fig. 10. Here, the wavenumber vectors of the spectra are given by k = kr (cos α, sin α)
with fixed α. The unit vector along the k r -axis is defined as
a = (cos α, sin α). A parameter, ∆u, is introduced to quantify the phase velocity range between u∞ ·a ∆u and u∞ ·a
+ ∆u, which should involve most of the effective turbulentflow convection. Thus, acoustic waves propagate upstream
with the negative phase velocity below c∞ + u∞ ·a + ∆u and
propagate downstream with the positive phase velocity above
c∞ + u∞ ·a ∆u. The dominant acoustic energy is included

FIG. 10. A schematic diagram for the wavenumberfrequency spectra at ω as a function of k r , where a is
the unit vector along the k r -axis.
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FIG. 11. The space-averaged SPLs: ∆, p0ex ; ....., p0ex,ac (∆u = 0.5U ∞ ); ——,
p0ex,ac (∆u = U ∞ ); – · –, p0ex,ac (∆u = 1.5U ∞ ).

in the wavenumber range between ω/(−c∞ + u∞ · a + ∆u) and
ω/(c∞ + u∞ · a − ∆u).
According to the wavenumber-frequency relationships, it
is considered that the exterior acoustic component is formed
by the energy inside the acoustic domain, as shown in Fig. 10.
This component is thus formulated as
 ∞ ∞ ∞(
1
0
(x, z, t) = 2
pex,ac
p̂0 (kx , kz , f ) H
4π −∞ −∞ −∞ ex
!
2π | f |
−k
×
c∞ + sgn ( f ) u∞ · k/k − ∆u
)
× ei(kx x+kz z−2πft) dkx dkz df ,
(10)
with
k = (kx , kz ),

k = |k|,

u∞ = (U∞ , 0),

where H is the Heaviside function specified as H(q) = 0,
if q < 0; H(q) = 1, if q ≥ 0. The operator, sgn, is the signum
function defined as sgn ( f ) = −1, if f < 0; sgn ( f ) = 0,
if f = 0; sgn ( f ) = 1, if f > 0. The first term of H in
Eq. (10) gives the upper bound of k for the acoustic domain.
Note that the absolute value of the phase velocity is used in
this term. The hydrodynamic component is then computed as
0
0 − p0
pex,hy
= pex
ex,ac .
0 as
Define the one-sided space-averaged spectra of p̂ex
2
Ψex ( f ) =
Lgw Wgw

Lgw W
gw
0
(x, z, f ) 2 dxdz.
p̂ex
0

(11)

0

0 is
The space-averaged f sound pressure
level (SPL) of p̂ex
g
2
calculated by 10 log Ψex /pref .

A preliminary investigation is needed to determine the
0 and
adjustable parameter ∆u. The space-averaged SPLs of p̂ex
0
p̂ex,ac
are displayed in Fig. 11, where ∆u is set to 0.5U ∞ , U ∞ ,
and 1.5U ∞ . The different values of ∆u give converged results.
For ∆u = U ∞ , a phase velocity range between 0 m/s and 2U ∞
is determined in the streamwise direction. This range is sufficiently wide to involve the main turbulent-flow convection,
which has the phase velocity approximately between 0.3U ∞
and 1.5U ∞ , as indicated by the major hydrodynamic domain
in Figs. 8 and 9. The acoustic domain defined by H in Eq. (10)
thus includes most of the acoustic energy in the computation
of the exterior acoustic component. Hereafter, ∆u = U ∞ is
adopted in the wavenumber-frequency decomposition.
0
The magnitudes of p̂ex,ac
are much lower than those of
0
p̂ex , as illustrated in Fig. 11. The acoustic component is a negligible part in the total exterior fluctuating pressure. This phenomenon can be explained based on Lighthill’s analogy.16,58
The dipole noise and quadrupole noise, which are produced by
wall-bounded turbulent flows, scale as Mac3 and Mac4 , where
Mac = U c /c∞ regarding the main convection indicated by the
0
major hydrodynamic domain in Fig. 8. Local peaks of p̂ex,ac
are observed around 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz. The same peak
frequencies are also found in the side shear layer and recirculation bubble (see Fig. 5). This suggests that the side shear
layer and recirculation bubble are the important sources of the
acoustic pressure peaks.
E. Modal analysis of window and cavity

The parameters of several window and cavity modes are
given in Table II. The fundamental frequency of the window is
20.2 Hz. For the cavity, the fundamental frequency of the first
spatially varying mode is 106.3 Hz. Thus, the window is easier
to respond to the exterior dynamic loads at low frequencies
below 106.3 Hz in comparison with the cavity.
F. Interior noise

Contours of the interior noise at 100 Hz, 500 Hz, and
1000 Hz, compared to the window and cavity mode shapes, are
illustrated in Fig. 12. The distribution of the pressure magnitudes near the window follows the combination of the window
and cavity mode shapes. The distribution far away from the
window is mainly affected by the cavity mode shapes. The
results prove that the responses of the vibro-acoustics system to the exterior excitations are dominated by the structural
modes. By contrast, the local features of the exterior flows
have a negligible influence on the magnitude distribution of
the interior noise.

TABLE II. The information of several window and cavity modes. Here, (i, j, k) represents the numbers of half
waves with respect to (x, y, z) of the coordinate system.

Window

Mode no.
f (Hz)
(i, k)

1
20.2
(1, 1)

2
37.2
(2, 1)

3
44.8
(1, 2)

4
60.5
(2, 2)

5
64.5
(3, 1)

56
503
(3, 8)

119
998
(14, 1)

251
1994.7
(1, 17)

388
2997.5
(13, 18)

Cavity

Mode no.
1
2
3
4
5
60
365
2469
7454
f (Hz)
106.3
121.4
141.7
161.4
177.1
501.5 1000.4
2000.1
3000.1
(i, j, k) (1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 0) (2, 0, 2) (2, 2, 0) (2, 4, 3) (6, 4, 7) (10, 12, 7) (19, 6, 18)
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FIG. 12. Contours of the interior noise.
From top to bottom, 100 Hz, 500 Hz, and
1000 Hz. From left to right, the magnitudes and real and imaginary parts. The
red lines show the window mode shapes
at 101.6 Hz, 503 Hz, and 998 Hz; the
blue lines show the cavity mode shapes
at 106.3 Hz, 501.5 Hz, and 1000.4 Hz.
The solid and dashed line patterns represent the normalized mode shape levels
of 0.1 and 0.1, respectively.

The hydrodynamic and acoustic components of the interior noise are predicted based on the corresponding exterior
pressure components. The SPLs of the total interior noise and
the components at the different positions are shown in Fig. 13.
The interior components exhibit apparent local peaks due to
the structural resonances. The peak frequencies are observed
near the natural frequencies of the window and cavity. This
observation suggests that the vibro-acoustic coupling between
the two structures is weak. The interior hydrodynamic component is larger than the interior acoustic component below
250 Hz. Therefore, the exterior hydrodynamic component is
important in the noise generation at low frequencies. The interior acoustic component becomes predominant above 2000 Hz.
This means that the exterior acoustic component dominates the
interior noise generation at high frequencies.
To clarify the importance of the interior acoustic component, the space-averaged ratios of this component to the total
interior noise are defined by averaging the pressure at the mesh
nodes,
XNq

2
p̂0
xq , yq , zq , f
q=1 in,ac
(12)
rpin,ac ( f ) = XN

2 ,
q
0
p̂in
xq , yq , zq , f
q=1

where N q is the total number of the nodes in the cavity mesh.
The ratios are shown in Fig. 14. Although a few peaks are
observed below 250 Hz, the low ratios indicate that the exterior
hydrodynamic component plays the dominant role in generation of the interior noise in this low frequency range. The peaks
are associated with the resonances, as explained above for the
interior SPLs. In terms of the high ratios, it is found that the
exterior acoustic component is predominant to generate the
interior noise at high frequencies.
The efficiencies of the exterior pressure components can
be addressed based on the transmission loss (TL). Define the


TL as TL( f ) = 10 log Ψex ( f )/Ψin ( f ) , where Ψex ( f ) is given
0 with p̂ 0 in
in Eq. (11) and Ψin ( f ) is given by replacing p̂ex
in
this equation. The TLs for the exterior pressure components
are displayed in Fig. 15. A negative value is observed for the
acoustic component at the fundamental frequency of the window. According to the model by Guy and Bhattacharya,59 the
negative TL may be related to the mode combination and the
condition that the window damping is larger than the air damping. In addition, it could also be caused by the numerical errors
in the simulation. The minimum TLs at the fundamental frequency of the window are caused by the resonances. The TLs of
the hydrodynamic component are overall much larger than the
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FIG. 15. The TLs: ——, the hydrodynamic component; ·····, the acoustic
component; – · – (red), TL = 0.

The components are more efficient near their respective critical
frequencies, which have been studied for the TBL (Refs. 13
and 25) and real car mirrors (Ref. 61). The acoustic critical
frequency is given by
v
t


2
12ρgw 1 − µ2gw
c∞
.
(13)
fc,ac =
2πhgw
Egw

FIG. 13. The SPLs of the total interior noise and its components (a) near the
window at (x, y, z) = (0.2, −0.2, 0.5) m, (b) at the cavity center at (0.8, −0.6, 0)
m, and (c) near the cavity bottom at (1.4, −1, −0.5) m. The lines depict: ——,
the total interior noise; – · –, the hydrodynamic component; ·····, the acoustic
component. Note that the hydrodynamic component coincides with the total
interior noise below 250 Hz, while the acoustic component coincides with the
total interior noise above 2000 Hz.

acoustic component. This means that the hydrodynamic component is less efficient in the interior noise generation than the
acoustic component, although it dominates the low-frequency
noise generation as discussed above for Fig. 14.
The efficiencies of the exterior pressure components can
be explained based on the hydrodynamic and acoustic critical
frequencies of the window. The critical frequencies of a flat
panel correspond to the smallest coincidence frequencies.60

FIG. 14. The space-averaged ratios of the interior acoustic component to the
total interior noise.

The hydrodynamic critical frequency, f c,hy , is defined by
replacing c∞ with U c in Eq. (13). It is derived that the hydrodynamic and acoustic critical frequencies are 14.9 Hz and
3165.2 Hz, respectively. As displayed in Fig. 15, the hydrodynamic component exhibits an increasing trend of the TLs as
the frequencies increase. The high efficiency of this component near the hydrodynamic critical frequency is an important
cause of the small TLs at low frequencies, although the minimum TL is found at 21 Hz due to the resonance at the window
fundamental frequency. By contrast, the TLs of the acoustic
component below 100 Hz are larger than those at high frequencies, and a decaying trend of the TLs is observed above
2000 Hz. The reason of these phenomena is that the acoustic
component has the high efficiency near the acoustic critical
frequency.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The interior noise in a cuboid cavity, which is induced by
turbulent flows past a generic side-view mirror on a plate, is
investigated numerically. The cavity is connected to the plate
through a rectangular flexible surface that models a 2D glass
window. The exterior flows and noise are simulated using a
compressible LES method. The window vibration and interior
noise are computed by means of a finite element method. A
wavenumber-frequency decomposition method is utilized to
decompose the exterior surface pressure fluctuations into the
hydrodynamic and acoustic components.
It is found that the wake plays an important role in
generation of the surface pressure fluctuations. The local
characteristics of the wake introduce new features in the
wavenumber-frequency spectra of these fluctuations, which
cannot be completely explained by the theoretical models of turbulent boundary layers, e.g., the Chase model
(Ref. 12). Since the model considers only the streamwise
main convection, it can describe a hydrodynamic domain
with a regular elliptic distribution in the spectra. However, an
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additional minor hydrodynamic domain with a negative convection velocity of 0.6U ∞ is detected in the current spectra. It
is caused by the recirculating flow. Another new feature is that
the current hydrodynamic domains have elliptic distributions
bent with ±12.47◦ . The reason is that a spanwise convective
expansion happens in the convection.
Due to the resonances, the window modes determine the
generation of interior low-frequency tones below 106.3 Hz,
which is the fundamental frequency of the spatial varying
modes of the cavity. As a result, the lowest transmission losses
of the hydrodynamic and acoustic energy are found near the
window fundamental frequency (20.2 Hz). The combination
of the window and cavity mode shapes strongly affects the
distribution of the interior noise magnitudes above 106.3 Hz
although the exterior surface pressure fluctuations have the
obviously local characteristics.
The exterior acoustic component is generally more efficient to generate the interior noise compared with the exterior
hydrodynamic component. However, the hydrodynamic component dominates the generation below 250 Hz. The reason is
that this component suffers small transmission losses near the
hydrodynamic critical frequency, while the losses increase at
high frequencies.
The present study enhances the understanding of the indirect and direct flow-induced interior noise generation by synthesizing the analyses of the exterior flows and noise, the
structural vibration, and the interior noise. While a mesh with
excessively high resolution can be employed to improve the
prediction at high frequencies, we believe that the findings
from this study will still be valid. In the future work, it would
be interesting to use the dynamic Smagorinsky model since
the significant underestimation at high frequencies could result
from the extra dissipation produced by the static Smagorinsky
model. Another interesting work would be to study the effects
of free-stream turbulence on the shear-layer characteristics and
reattachment length.
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FIG. 17. The locations of the sensors measuring the time-averaged pressure
coefficients. The serial numbers of the sensors are labeled.

APPENDIX A: EFFECTS OF WINDOW LOSS FACTOR

In this parametric study, the loss factor of the window,
η gw , is set to 0, 0.02, and 0.06. The influences of the factors
on the SPLs of the interior hydrodynamic and acoustic components, which are near the window at (x, y, z) = (0.2, 0.2,
0.5) m, are compared in Fig. 16. The different loss factors
present the same trends, except for the local minimum and
maximum magnitudes due to the resonances. The resonances
can be reduced by increasing the loss factors.62 Therefore, the
assumption of a constant loss factor is believed to be feasible
for addressing the principle characteristics of the SPLs.
APPENDIX B: SENSOR LOCATIONS

The sensor locations used to collect the time-average pressure coefficients are shown in Fig. 17. The coordinates of the
locations are given in Table III. The detailed experimental
settings are presented in the study by Höld et al.31
APPENDIX C: SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
0 (t) is
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for pex
defined as
Nt −1
 



1 X
0
0
pex
tjt exp i2πfmt tjt ,
p̂ex
fmt =
Nt j =0
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with
fmt = mt / (Nt ∆ts ) ,
tjt = jt ∆ts ,

mt ∈ [−Nt /2, Nt /2 − 1] ,

jt ∈ [0, Nt − 1] ,

where fmt denotes the mt th frequency sample, N t represents
the number of time samples, tjt is the jt th sampling instant,
and ∆t s is the sampling interval.

FIG. 16. The SPLs of (a) the interior hydrodynamic
component and (b) the interior acoustic component near
the window with (x, y, z) = (0.2, 0.2, 0.5) m, computed
based on the loss factors: ·····, 0; ——, 0.02; – · –, 0.06.
Note that the lines of the last two loss factors coincide.
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TABLE III. The dimensionless coordinates of the sensors,31 normalized by Dmr .
S1–S3
S4–S6
S7–S9
S10–S12
S13–S15
S16–S18
S19–S21
S22–S24
S25–S27
S28–S30
S31–S33
S34

(0.47, 0.333, 0.499)
(0.47, 1, 0.499)
(0.47, 1.43, 0.25)
(0.37, 1.483, 0)
(0.067, 1.25, 0)
(0, 0.833, 0)
(0, 0.333, 0)
(0.067, 0.667, 0.25)
(0.371, 0.667, 0.483)
(0.5, 1.337, 0.259)
(0.5, 0.25, 0.425)
(0.5, 1.25, 0)

(0.47, 0.667, 0.499)
(0.47, 1.129, 0.499)
(0.47, 1.482, 0.129)
(0.25, 1.433, 0)
(0.017, 1.129, 0)
(0, 0.667, 0)
(0, 0.167, 0)
(0.146, 0.667, 0.354)
(0.5, 0.75, 0.425)
(0.5, 1.055, 0.421)
(0.5, 0.25, 0)

0 f
The one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of p̂ex
mt
reads

ψex fmt =


0
2Nt ∆ts p̂ex

fmt



0
p̂ex



−fmt ,

fmt ≥ 0.



(C2)

(0.47, 0.833, 0.499)
(0.47, 1.25, 0.432)
(0.47, 1.499, 0)
(0.146, 1.354, 0)
(0, 1, 0)
(0, 0.5, 0)
(0.017, 0.667, 0.129)
(0.25, 0.667, 0.433)
(0.5, 1.421, 0.055)
(0.5, 0.75, 0.425)
(0.5, 1, 0)

0 (x, z, t) on the window
The spatial-temporal DFT for pex
is given by
0
p̂ex



kmx , kmz , fmt



NX
z −1 N
x −1 N
t −1
X
X


1
0
xjx , zjz , tjt
pex
=
Nx Nz Nt j =0 j =0 j =0
x

Table IV gives the parameters of the signal-processing
approach, which are taken to obtain the PSDs in Fig. 5. Here,
T denotes the recorded duration and ∆f is the frequency resolution. The Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of 2000 Hz is used to process the time samples of the experiments and incompressible simulations. The Hann window is
applied as the window function in the present compressible
LES. The mean value in every segment of the time samples is
subtracted.
For the convenience of understanding the indication of
the bandwidth-time product, we consider a signal-processing
approach without the window function and the segment overlapping. It can be shown that the sample PSD, ψ ( f ), of a
random signal satisfies the ratio63


σ ψ(f)
1
1
1
=√
=p
≈√
,
ψtr ( f )
(1/Tr ) T
∆f T
BT
where σ denotes the standard deviation, ψtr ( f ) is the true
PSD, B is the resolution bandwidth, and T r is the duration
of every segment. The ratio can be reduced by increasing the
bandwidth-time product BT. This indicates that sufficiently
large T is required to resolve small B. Thus, the spectra in the
present study can be improved by extending the duration of
time samples. However, it is observed that the characteristic
statistics have been captured as compared with the previous
studies (Refs. 30–32).

f

z

t



× exp −i kmx xjx + kmz zjz − 2πfmt tjt

g

,

(C3)
with
kmx = 2πmx /(Nx ∆xs ),
k mz

mx ∈ [−Nx /2, Nx /2 − 1] ,


= 2πmz / (Nz ∆zs ) , mz ∈ −Nz /2, Nz /2 − 1 ,

xjx = jx ∆xs ,
xjz = jz ∆zs ,

jx ∈ [0, Nx − 1] ,


jz ∈ 0, Nz − 1 ,

where kmx means the mx th wavenumber sample in the streamwise direction, N x is the streamwise number of the space
samples, xjx is the jx th sampling streamwise coordinate, and
∆x s is the streamwise length interval. The same variables in
the spanwise direction are represented by kmz , N z , xjz , and ∆zs .
The definitions of fmt , N t , tjt , and ∆t s are given in Eq. (C1). The
signal-processing approach in the temporal DFT is the same
as that in the PSD computation. In the spatial DFT, window
functions are not employed.
The normalized wavenumber-frequency spectra are
defined as
2

χex (kmx , kmz , fmt ) = XN /2−1
x
mx =−Nx /2

0 (k , k , f )
p̂ex
mx mz mt
.
XNz /2−1
2
0
(kmx , kmz , fmt )
p̂ex
mz =−Nz /2

(C4)
APPENDIX D: MODAL DENSITIES OF WINDOW
AND CAVITY

TABLE IV. The parameters of the signal-processing approach.

Experiments30,31
Present compressible LES
Incompressible DES32
Incompressible LES32

T (s)

Sampling rate (Hz)

∆f (Hz)

0.8
0.41
0.52
0.6

2 × 104
1 × 105
5 × 104
5 × 104

10
9.76
10
10

The modal density, d mod , describes the number of modes
contained within a frequency bin of 1 Hz. Since there are limited modes in such a narrow bin width, the density computed
based on this bin width would have significant uncertainties.
To reduce the uncertainties, the bin width is set to 10 Hz. The
center frequencies of the bins are f = {20, 30, 40, . . .} Hz. The
mode serial numbers and modal density are plotted in Fig. 18.
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FIG. 18. (a) The mode serial numbers:
——, the window; ·····, the cavity. The
circle marks the frequency of 512.2 Hz,
below which both structures have 60
modes. (b) The modal density: ——, the
window; ·····, the cavity; – – – (red),
d mod = 0.

The window has 10 modes below the cavity fundamental frequency. The modal density of the window changes steadily
with the mean value of 0.13. By contrast, the modal density
of the cavity increases nonlinearly. Since only the window is
found having modes below 106.3 Hz, it dominates the resonances at low frequencies. The high-frequency resonances
depend on the combination of the modes of the window and
cavity.
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